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Introduction
A new Value for Money (VfM) Standard issued by the Regulator of Social Housing came into
effect on 1 April 2018.
We must comply with the requirements of the new
Standard which are:

Each year we must report in our statutory accounts
on our performance against 7 metrics defined by the
Regulator of Social Housing. These are:

• to clearly articulate our strategic objectives

• Reinvestment %

• to have an approach agreed by Board to achieve VfM in
meeting these objectives and demonstrate our delivery
of VfM to stakeholders

• New supply delivered %
• Gearing %

• through our strategic objectives, articulate our strategy
for delivering homes that meet a range of needs

• EBITDA MRI Interest Cover %

• to ensure that optimal benefit is derived from resources
and assets and optimise economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in the delivery of our strategic objectives

• Operating Margin %

• Headline social housing cost per unit

• Return on capital employed %

We must demonstrate:

We will also report against additional performance targets
identified by us as meaningful indicators of VfM that are
linked to our strategic objectives. We will benchmark
against relevant peers and have measurable plans in place
to address any areas of underperformance - Performance
and Benchmarking section page 36 onwards. Internally we
will report regularly to Board on performance against all
targets wherever practical.

• a robust approach to achieving VfM – including decisionmaking and a rigorous appraisal of potential options for
improving performance
• regular and appropriate consideration by the Board of
potential VfM gains – this must include full consideration
of costs and benefits of alternative commercial,
organisational and delivery structures
• consideration of VfM against our whole business and
where we invest in non-social housing activity we should
consider whether this generates returns commensurate
to the risk involved and justification where this is not the
case

Whilst not a regulatory requirement, to increase transparency,
we have given our commitment to continue to publish
a separate statement setting out how One Manchester
is achieving VfM whilst delivering our objectives. This
self assessment describes our approach and details our
arrangements to ensure we deliver VfM. It also sets out
our absolute and comparative costs of delivering specific
services. In addition it evidences the VfM gains that have
been made and will be made and how these will be realised
over time.

• that we have appropriate targets in place for measuring
performance in achieving value for money in delivering
our strategic objectives and that we regularly monitor
and report our performance against these targets

One Manchester Strategies
In 2018 we refreshed our Value for Money Strategy (www.
onemanchester.co.uk/who-we-are/how-we-are-doing)
to reference the new VfM Standard and in response to the
changes in national context. A number of significant issues
continue to have a considerable impact on the housing
sector for the immediate and forseeable future.
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These issues include:
• The continued reduction in social housing rents by 1%
until 2020 but with rent levels then confirmed to be
CPI+1 from 2020/21 – to 2024/25
• Right to buy extension and its potential impact on our
asset base - a reduced risk
• Universal Credit full service
• An ongoing regulatory focus on governance, viability
and VfM but with a nuanced approach to housing market
growth and sales exposure

• The longer term recommendations that will follow the
independent Hackitt Review of Building Regulations and
Fire Safety

• The uncertainty and pressures arising from Brexit: the
economic impact of sterling devaluation and flat growth
in incomes and earnings

• The Social Housing Green Paper - ‘A new deal for social
housing’ published on 14 August 2018 sets out a 12
week consultation on its five themes of:
• ensuring homes are safe and decent

• Devolution to the Greater Manchester Combined
Authority with a new, directly elected Mayor having
control of a £300m fund for housing – equal to an extra
15,000 new homes over 10 years

• effective resolution of complaints
• empowering residents and strengthening the
regulator

• A renewed Government focus on planning reform to
support the delivery of new homes

• tackling stigma and celebrating thriving communities
• expanding supply and supporting home ownership

• The 2017 Budget announcement of the Government’s
housing programme of £15.3bn of new investment and
support including an extra £2bn investment in affordable
housing including for social rented homes

The VfM Strategy remains linked to our 2017-2020
Strategic
Plan
http://www.onemanchester.co.uk/
who-we-are/about-us/our-strategy with its seven key
strategies as introduced in our 2016 self-assessment.
This diagram demonstrates the governance structure
in place which ensures VfM is delivered across
the business at One Manchester and as central themes in
each strategy all of which are listed in the central box below.

• The sector’s immediate and ongoing response to the
Grenfell Tower tragedy including Fire Risk Assessments;
recladding and other fire safety work - post Grenfell,
safety and quality will have to be further prioritised over
new build or regeneration projects
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Strategy 1 - Strategic Positioning
This strategy defines our connections and position within Manchester and the Greater
Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA). It includes our current and future work relationships
with Manchester City Council, GMCA, Health, Education, the business community, voluntary
and community sector and future partners. We are building on our solid reputation and
proven track record in delivering real opportunities for our customers and communities.
Strategic and Regional Influence

Skills for Employment - One Manchester is the lead agency
on the SfE initiative which offers unemployed adults support
to develop a personalised training and support plan to help
improve skills and/or find suitable employment. The offer
includes help with CV writing, interview techniques and
application forms. The project’s target was to help 6,000
local people get job-ready by July 2019. By June 2018 the
project had engaged 11,627 customers; 2,232 had started
work experience; 2,432 had gained qualifications and 2,457
had started work. Manchester Athena has been selected
to provide accredited learning, work preparation and work
experience opportunities across Greater Manchester.

We continue to take a proactive role in Manchester as a city
and within the wider Greater Manchester region to ensure
our strategies and products align in the best possible way.
Greater Manchester devolution has given us the opportunity
to work with key partners and influencers on the Growth
and Public Sector Reform agendas including homelessness,
response to the Grenfell Tower tragedy, Private Rented
Sector, health and wellbeing, skills and employment and
financial resilience. We attend monthly meetings with the
Mayor of Greater Manchester and we are represented on the
National Devolution Steering Group.

Manchester Athena

Apprenticeship levy - since April 2017 we have to pay an
apprenticeship levy which is 0.5% of our annual pay bill - in
2017/18 we paid over £45,732 to the levy. The funds in our
account can be drawn down to pay for our apprenticeship
training and also training opportunities for existing staff. To
date we have only drawn down £4,711 for existing apprentices
to complete their Level 3 Horticulture qualification. The
remaining money in our account, in addition to this year’s
contribution, will pay for monthly course fees for 6 existing
employees to complete their Level 3 Charted Institute of
Housing qualifications, 1 existing employee to complete his
Level 3 in Horticulture, 1 existing employee to complete an
Honours Degree in Surveying and various courses for our 8
new apprentices starting in September.

Our Chief Executive is the new chair of Manchester Athena.
Athena is a company set up to deliver training, employment
and other initiatives across the north west in response to
Government public sector reforms and the fact that some of
our communities are among the most deprived in the country,
particularly in terms of income, employment and health.
It formed in 2013 and is a strategic partnership between
housing associations who share a goal of using innovation
and enterprise to help transform people’s lives by improving
their skills, employment and health and wellbeing. It also
looks to provide support and initiatives to tackle financial
inclusion and works with partners to reduce the region’s
carbon footprint. Athena works with the Greater Manchester
Housing Providers Group (GMHP) to support continued
investment in communities and homes in the region. Athena
has also joined GM Futures - a consortium of employment
and training organisations including the GM College Group,
GM Chamber of Commerce, Manchester Growth Company
and the LTE Group. Athena projects include:

Motiv8 - Motiv8 supports people aged over 25 across
Greater Manchester who need support to get their lives
back on track - whether they are experiencing issues with
health, alcohol, drugs, domestic abuse, homelessness
or other challenges. The project is possible as a result of
£9.7m funding from the Big Lottery Fund and European
Social Fund’s Building Better Opportunities programme.
The programme works with a wide range of people who
are under-represented in the labour market including exoffenders, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender groups,
ethnic minorities, migrant communities and the over 50’s.
Motiv8 helps people identify a support package to improve
their access to services and help them move towards job
search, training and employment.
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Homelessness
In May 2016, Manchester City Council (MCC)
officially launched the Manchester Homelessness
Charter which set out a refreshed approach to
tackling homelessness across the city and outlining a
vision to ‘end homelessness in Manchester’.
Partner
organisations made over 100 pledges to do
something new to tackle homelessness including
financial contributions, donating in-kind resources and
employment projects.
In addition to the initiatives
below we are working with MCC and Registered Provider
partners to develop an offer that will do local casework and
triage potential homeless cases with a view to preventing
homelessness occurring.

Temporary Accommodation Initiative - Registered
Providers in Manchester were asked to support the rehousing
of 100 households (a mix of singles and families) who were
ready to be moved on from temporary accommodation
into permanent homes. One outcome being the release of
the temporary accommodation resource for those sleeping
rough. One Manchester pledged 19 properties which
we delivered by May 2018. In addition, we are converting
one of our larger properties into a house that will also
accommodate 8 people occupying temporary or supported
accommodation.

GM Homes Partnership - in summer 2017 we
successfully bid, on behalf of Greater Manchester
Housing Providers, for the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (GMCA) entrenched
rough
sleepers Social Impact Bond (SIB). Eliminating street
homelessness is a strategic priority for One Manchester,
MCC and the Mayor of Greater Manchester who has
pledged to eradicate rough sleeping by 2020. One
Manchester and a partner Registered Provider
committed £50k each with the remaining £850k
provided by Bridges Fund management - an established
social investor.
The initial aim of the SIB was for
strategic partners (16 Greater Manchester Registered
Providers (RP’s) and two private sector partners
pledging over 270 properties) to work with 200 rough
sleepers over a 3½ year project delivering systematic
change for people living on the street. Additional grant
funding from 9 Registered Providers is being used to spot
purchase specialist third sector services such as bespoke
mental health or drugs support. At the end of March 2018
two additional partners had joined GM Homes Partnership
taking the accommodation offer to 305; 227 referrals had
been made and 27 people had moved into accommodation.
Due to the success of the Partnership additional funding is
being sought to expand the SIB to meet the needs of the
unprecedented number of people seeking to engage with
the programme.

Housing First - in May 2018, Greater Manchester received
confirmation from the Government that it will receive
£8m over the next three years to pilot a ‘Housing First’
approach to tackling homelessness. This is a recoveryorientated approach to ending homelessness that centres
on quickly moving people experiencing homelessness
into independent, safe and permanent housing and then
providing additional support and services as needed.
It is expec ted that this service will provide between
300-500 homes for people with complex needs, including
rough sleepers across Greater Manchester. One
Manchester is working with the Greater Manchester
Housing Partnership about how we can contribute to this
important service.
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Strategy 2 - Transforming Services for Customers
This strategy defines how we will provide intelligent, accessible, efficient and reliable services
to customers that meet their different needs. We will modernise the way services are delivered
- ensuring that we have both a local presence in our communities and digital services that
enable self service. We will use customer insight data to target our services where needed
and to help us respond to the demands and changes to our customer profiles.
Customer Access Approach

Website

Our customer access approach supports our strategic aims.
Our vision is to deliver consistent, accurate and high quality
services, focused on early resolution, without the need
for customers to chase enquiries and providing high levels
of satisfaction. We will deliver channel choice and ensure
services are personalised, easy to access, simple to use and
meet customers’ needs. We will increase the use of digital
channels, reducing unnecessary business costs and enabling
a continued focus on face to face advice and support where
the need is identified.

A new One Manchester website went live on 13 April 2017
and in November repairs ordering and repairs history
tracking were added to our online services portal - 56% of
available repairs can now be booked online. In addition,
customers can pay their rent, check their balance and update
their personal details. With these additions, customers can
now self-serve all three of the high volume service areas repairs, rents and rehousing - either through our website or
the Manchester Move website.
Last year we saw call volumes reduce each month with the
total annual call volumes for 2017/18 at 152,049 - an 18.7%
reduction from 187,091 at previous year end. As our current
average cost of a call is £6.15 - 2017/18 calls cost in the region
of £935k. These high call volumes and costs present both
a challenge and an opportunity to reduce costs through
operational efficiencies and digital solutions. To date there
have been 2,345 repair requests made via the website and
9,236 online rent payments totaling £1,666,375. Access to
digital services has shown steady quarter on quarter growth
and at March 2018 12.4% of contacts were made through a
digital channel. This is some way short of our target of 30%
and work continues in encouraging customers to access our
services digitally.

Office Access
In the last 12 months staff from four different office locations
have been relocated to Lovell House in Hulme - our new
Headquarters. Full time direct service provision has now
ceased at all of these - replaced by customer service dropins at various locations in our communities - releasing
additional capacity to focus on improving contact centre
performance and service quality. The total savings from the
office consolidation is in the region of £610k. Our Turing
House cash desk closed in January with no adverse effects on
rent collection or arrears levels and an automated telephone
rent payment line was added to the different ways our
customers can make payments. Of note, from 1 August 2017
to June 2018, 6,957 payments were made this way totalling
£1,490,871. This has generated significant time savings between 1 January and 3 August 2017 approximately 4,000
manual phone rent payments were taken.

We recently commissioned independent research into
customer use of the online repairs service as the volume of
digital repair orders had declined. This one day event with
8 customers provided invaluable insight into how the online
service offer could be enhanced and we anticipate greater
uptake of our online repairs service once improvements have
been made.
In April 2018 we added browsealoud to our website to give
all our visitors a better experience. Our website is now more
accessible as the software has easy speech, reading and
translation tools reducing barriers between our content and
all our audiences.
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We will continue to improve our online service offer so more
customers choose to self-serve. We will seek customer
feedback and make use of web analytics to understand the
customer experience and ensure website content responds
to customers’ behaviours and needs.

Webchat, emails and text messaging
Our webchat service was launched in February. Webchat
contacts are presented to staff in the contact centre in the
same way that calls are through our multi-media platform.
We can now use webchat to gather live feedback from
customers whilst they are on our website to support changes
to improve the future online experience. By the end of March
we had handled 177 webchat enquiries. Research indicates
that a web chat is 17-30% cheaper than a phone call providing
the agent is chatting with 3 people. As webchat is growing in
popularity this represents a significant opportunity to lower
contact centre costs.

Repairs Service
Repairs spend - our total repairs spend remains static at £8.1m
for the last two years but compared to £9.6m in 2015/16 a reduction of £1.5m. Notably, sub-contractor costs have
reduced year on year and spend last year was £1,462,793 a reduction of £440k from 2016/17 and a reduction of over
£1m from 2015/16.

Whilst we are trying to reduce the volume of incoming
unstructured email contact through the promotion of selfservice contact and web forms for specific service requests,
we have introduced email routing. Historically, incoming
emails have been manually accessed from a centralised
box. Emails are now being routed to advisors through the
multi-media platform who receive them in the same way as
calls and webchat enquiries. We use email contact to carry
out formal complaints satisfaction surveys and manage
communications to Universal Credit claimants at different
stages of their claim journey.

Materials procurement - we currently spend around £1.4m
on materials for our responsive, void and planned works and
last year we retendered our materials supply arrangements
via ‘The Procurement Hub’. This procurement framework
is part of Places for People Housing Group and its services
are tailored to meet the needs of the housing sector. The
materials supply chain via the Hub is an established service
with in excess of £5m annual turnover. This will ensure
better VfM through volume discounts plus the support of
an established and specialist procurement team. This also
ensures our arrangements are OJEU compliant.

We continue to use text messages to engage with customers
- for example to inform customers of appointments and as a
way of carrying out automated repairs satisfaction surveys.
We are developing an automated text survey for the informal
complaints process and will soon introduce an exit survey to
find out why tenants have left a One Manchester tenancy.

Commercial work - as part of our ambition to provide
our services on a commercial basis we are now providing
responsive repairs and voids services to organisations
including Arawak Walton and New Longsight Housing. Last
year this work generated income of £216,328.

Mobile Working Technology
Out of Hours Service - in April 2018 we renewed the
Inter-Trust Arrangement we have in place for the Out of
Hours Repair Service with Southway Housing Trust and
Wythenshawe Community Housing Group and, following a
change in processes, we anticipate saving £90k in 2018/19.

Increasing numbers of One Manchester staff have access
to improved mobile technology increasing the flexibility
of our service delivery. High quality mobile devices for
customer facing staff provide them with full access to our
networks allowing them to access systems on the move either in customers’ homes or at other community facilities or
locations that are convenient for our customers.

Grounds Maintenance - the in house grounds maintenance
service went fully live on 1 April 2017 with the team retaining
their external contracts, generating income of £20,828 with
The Big Life and local primary schools. A further £14,617
income was generated from our Assisted Gardening
Scheme. A comprehensive tree survey has been carried
out with a subsequent 3 year planned maintenance tree
programme.
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Apprentices - the repairs service continues to support local
employment via apprenticeships. In 2017/18 there were 7
apprentices in the maintenance teams (plumber, heating
engineer, roofer, electrician, plasterer and 2 grounds
maintenance operatives).

improvements to the repairs service. We are reviewing
all processes, procedures and delivery from repair report
to completion to consider all aspects of the service and to
determine how it can be improved for our customers. A suite
of operational performance indicators is now in place and
high level performance is reported monthly via a Corporate
Performance report. This is supplemented by a dashboard
of local performance indicators which measure operational
performance and productivity at both a team and operative
level on a weekly basis and which inform performance
management discussions. We are moving towards dynamic
performance reporting which provides for real time
performance reporting and identification of issues before
performance is negatively impacted.

Handyperson Service - our Handyperson Service went live
in July 2017. This service offers our tenants a range of repairs
that are not part of our core service offer at a competitive
price. In 2017/18 net income for this service came to £8,398.
DIY training - as part of our revised repairs service offer we
have been piloting a new service for half our new tenants.
For these tenants we provided basic repairs/DIY training to
new tenants in their own homes at the start of their tenancy
and provided them with a free tool kit. The visit is designed
to induct our new tenants in the operation of their home in
terms of water supply, gas and electrical systems as well
as training on how to carry out a number of basic home
repairs. The training is designed to increase the confidence
of our new tenants in carrying out basic tenant responsibility
repairs which are outside of our core offer and not part of our
landlord repairing obligations. The scheme commenced in
July 2017 and following a positive review we aim to roll out
the service to all new tenants later this year.

The key tasks in the project include:
• Increasing the level and application of multi-skilling and
service flexibility. We are seeking to increase the level
of multi-skilling within trades to a consistent standard.
Internally this will improve productivity levels and from
the customer perspective this should deliver service
improvements via an increase in the number of repairs
that are fully completed in one visit by a single operative
without the need to refer back for follow on work by an
additional trade.
• Customer care training. Our operatives work in
customers’ homes every day and we want them to be
positive ambassadors for One Manchester and our
repairs service.

DIY videos - again to reinforce the theme of promoting the
confidence of our customers to take responsibility to carry
out low level repairs we produced 10 DIY videos which are
now live on our website. The repairs are demonstrated by
Customer Services staff (as opposed to operatives) to again
reinforce that these are DIY level repairs which would be
within the ability of most customers.

• Implementation of a consistent performance
management model. This will ensure that robust and
consistent performance management techniques and
routines are established and delivered by all repairs
managers. This will build on the work delivered by
the corporate management development programme
delivered to One Manchester managers during 2017/18
(see page 31).

Repairs Improvement Project - we recognise that the
repairs service is at the forefront of forming opinions of
how our customers perceive One Manchester as their
landlord. Improving the repairs service for customers is a
key strategic project for 2018/19. A multi-disciplinary team
has been established and work is now progressing to deliver

• Follow on work processes. We recognised that the
process for operatives booking follow on work was not
customer friendly as customers were not informed what
was going to happen next and when at the time of the
original repair. Our aim is to have in place a solution
where operatives can order and book any required
follow on work on their mobile devices and confirm
the appointment with the customer there and then.
But, as this solution may take some time to develop,
we have introduced an interim measure to improve the
process which involves the operative ringing our contact
centre to book the follow on work and agreeing the
appointment with the customer.
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• Reviewing no access processes. There were over 6,000
no access repairs last year - 12.5% of all repairs. This is
unacceptably high as every no access visit costs around
£45 in unproductive time - costing One Manchester
around £270k each year which could be better used
improving existing properties or investing in new
homes. A range of initiatives are being taken to achieve
the target of 8% that has been set for 2018/19.

housing environment, ensuring that we are providing the
best value for money services. In particular, the aftermath of
the Grenfell Tower tragedy emphasised the importance of
One Manchester holding accurate data about our customers.
Information on vulnerabilities and up to date contact details
enabled One Manchester to put in place appropriate support
and safeguards for residents living in our high rise blocks.
Through intensive, door knocking and face to face contact
by our staff data coverage increased to around 80% for high
rise residents.

• Reviewing stores arrangements. A key factor in
delivering an efficient repairs service is a modern,
flexible, responsive and efficient materials procurement
service. We will review current arrangements and make
recommendations on future provision.

However, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
of May, 2018 is the new framework for data protection laws
and it provides some challenge in terms of collecting and
processing customer data. GDPR gives people greater
control over their data, including the ability to export
it, withdraw consent and request access to it. We are
developing a new GDPR compliant tool that will enable us
to gather customer personal and special category data in
person or via self-service.

• Optimising the use of DRS scheduling. Work planning
and scheduling is one of the most critical elements of
delivering an effective repairs service. Getting this
aspect of our service right can increase productivity,
reduce costs and deliver a far more customer-centric
service. We will review our use of Dynamic Resource
Scheduling which is the software suite we use for
planning and scheduling our repair appointments.

Scrutiny - our Scrutiny Panel continues to monitor and
challenge performance in a number of core business areas
- including rent collection, contact centre, complaints
and repairs. In addition, during 2017/18 they conducted
comprehensive reviews of the complaints process and
voids/relets. Their findings and recommendations are
presented to senior managers and Board members at our
Operations Committee. Their next focus for a global review
is the performance of our contact centre.

Customer Voice
Data - we know we serve a diverse customer base and that
what we do makes a difference in our communities. Our
customers continue to change and our future customers are
likely to have differing needs from those we have today. Also,
our customers will have ever changing views on the services
we provide. Understanding who our customers are and
what their needs, aspirations, opinions and expectations are
will enable us to be as prepared as possible for the changing
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Satisfaction Survey - last year we tested our approach
to customer satisfaction following our participation in the
HACT (Housing Association Charitable Trust) customer
satisfaction project and reported the results in the 2016/17
self-assessment. That approach has now been adopted and
in February we invited all our tenants and leaseholders to
complete our first census customer satisfaction survey. The
survey not only includes transactional questions but also
includes questions on trust, prediction, communication,

place and value for money. A 0-10 response scale was used
with 0 being ‘not at all’ and 10 being ‘very’. The survey
included an open question for residents to tell us how they
think we could improve services. We compared the 2018
results to the results of the 2017 pilot and were pleased that
12 of 15 measures had improved whilst 3 had marginally
decreased. A score of 7 plus is considered to be in the
corridor of satisfaction.

Overage average scores 2018
ease of contact

7.76

ease of bill payment

7.39

level of service (most recent repair)

7.25

level of service (most recent enquiry)

7.22

rent is value for money

7.09

OM keeps you up to date

6.98

resolved your issue first time

6.79

area near your home as a place to live

6.72

condition of home

6.70

OM delivers our promises

6.60

how green space is maintained

6.38

OM acts on your feedback

6.37

safety of area near your home

6.29

service charge is value for money

6.25

OM understands your concerns/issues

6.20

cleanliness of area near your home

5.47
0

1

2

3

Benchmarking - in addition to monitoring our own
results year on year, to get a different perspective, we
will benchmark where possible with the results of the
UK customer satisfaction index. This currently consists
of 253 organisations including banks, insurance, leisure,
retail, telecommunications and media, transport and utility
companies with 46,500 responses from online panels
geographically and demographically representative of
the UK population. We recognise that our customers are
also their customers and not customers of other housing
providers and this insight may be more relevant to us in terms
of comparing ourselves with other organisations.

4

5

6

7

8
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sense check that our plans for improving services are in line
with tenants’ wants and needs. The research identified some
common issues across each Place area that, with the results
of the satisfaction survey, form the basis of an improvement
action plan. This plan will also incorporate key themes from
the Green Paper - empowering residents, tackling stigma
and celebrating thriving communities.

Equality and Diversity
We joined the Housing Diversity Network in June 2017
and commissioned an Equality and Diversity Health Check
of our policies and practices. Our Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion Policy has since been revised and it clearly sets out
our commitment to equality and diversity issues in terms of
governance, employment, provision of homes, customer
service and sets out clear responsibilities for all staff and
Board members. The recommendations of the Health Check
form the basis of an Equality Action Plan that is now in the
process of being delivered.

Research - in April 2018 we commissioned a market research
company to carry out qualitative research with 72 tenants
- 6 from each of our 12 Place areas, a range of household
make-ups, aged from 21 to 83 years old and mix of ethnic
backgrounds. The aim of the research was to gain an insight
into tenants’ lives, needs and aspirations; understand their
perceptions, needs and ambitions for each Place area; and to
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Strategy 3 - Place
This strategy defines how we will lead and influence the management of and investment in
our communities to ensure they develop, grow and thrive. We define Place in the broadest
sense including all individuals and tenures in our areas.
Place Plans
We continue to develop our place based approach to service
delivery and, in order to better understand the communities
in which we operate, we have overhauled how we view the
needs and opportunities of our different areas. All our homes
are now apportioned to one of 12 new Place areas – each
aligned to the boundaries of Lower Super Output Areas
(LSOAs), which enables better use of external datasets, as
well as internal metrics.
Our Place Plans aim to ensure the delivery of sustainable
communities within each of the 12 areas. We recognise
that each of our neighbourhoods differ greatly in terms of
opportunity, quality, value and facilities. In order to make
sure we deliver our promises to customers, we must continue
to manage our neighbourhoods effectively so they continue
to develop, grow and thrive. The Plans identify investment

Demographics

3.3%

9%

71%

3.0%

8%

2.8%

Ardwick

19%

75%

0 to 15

16 to 64

1.3

2.0

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.3

2.9

4.0

All ASB
types

6%

65 plus

Ardwick

One Mcr

Manchester

Population by age is displayed based on 2011 Census data the 16-64 age group reflects the working age population.
% of all working age adults receiving Jobseekers Allowance
(JSA) or Universal Credit for unemployment is sourced from
the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)

One Mcr

Noise

21%

71%

Ardwick

Drugs

One Mcr

% receiving JSA / UC

Youth

19%

We intend to trial our new service delivery and customer
engagement approach in the pilot areas later this year.
Following a review of the pilot we will develop plans for the
remaining areas throughout 2019.

Anti-social Behaviour reports (%)

Population by age
Manchester

needs and outline how we will work with partner agencies
to deliver real improvements for the local community. The
Plans are produced following consultation and engagement
with people who live and work in each Place Plan area. We
are currently including the customer feedback data from the
research and satisfaction survey into the three pilot Place
Plans - Ardwick, Clayton and Abbey Hey - and have already
fed in a wealth of information to develop Place dashboards
as below. The dashboards enable comparison of each Place
area with the One Manchester average and will help identify
key actions needed to deliver overall improvements.

Trend

1.0

Customers in to jobs

1.0

1.3

Young People
One Money Clients

6.9

Worst 5%

Community Groups / Assets
No. of Assets

£361

£336

2.8

2.8

0.6

0.6

Ardwick

One Mcr
Appointable

Data shows repairs and cost
property completed Jan-Dec

Tenure Mix

>10%

29.0%

31.8%

29

24.3%

Ardwick

The above bars show the % OM
households that engaged with our
different services in the Place area
compared to the One Manchester
average.

5% -10%

Repairs Volume and Co

Emergency

Rent Arrears (% customers)

2.1

1.7

One Mcr

No. of Groups

7.0

1.5 1.2
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Owned
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Social rented
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New Builds
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As % all properties

1.16%
Average total weekly household income estimate
based on modelling from multiple data sources.
Source: Family Resources Survey
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Data shows extent of
new builds sold as %
all property sales

Average Sales Price
Ardwick

One Mcr

Total Sales

£150,256

One Mcr

£144,106

Private rented

Manchester

£179,710

% of housing by tenure type,
according to the 2011 Census
(latest available dataset).
Average price paid for properties sold January - December 2017.
Source: Land Registry
* An LSOA (Lower Super Output Area) is a geographic area set up by the Government to improve the reporting of
statistical data for small areas of England and Wales. The country is divided into 32,844 LSOAs, which are ranked
according to their level of deprivation (1 = most deprived area, 32,844 = least deprived). This ranking is called the Index of
Multiple Deprivation and is based on 37 indicators covering health, employment, education, skills and training, crime,
barriers to housing and living environment.
The One Manchester area currently covers 90 LSOAs, 34% of these are in the worst 5% of the whole country.
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Place Pilots - we are working with the Central Place
partnership and MCC’s Private Rented Sector team on the
Abbey Hey area - one of our three priority areas - as the area
has a large number of poor quality, poorly managed PRS
homes subject to constant off market sale. There are also
low levels of real owner occupation. Our aim is to deliver
positive change to areas where ownership is splintered and
investment non-existent by developing a portfolio of homes
within the area that can be improved and managed effectively
while offering an affordable rent from a responsible landlord
for existing and new residents (see Strategy 5 Growth).

this year. The revised stock condition data and costs have
been used to update the APE model. The revised model,
whilst continuing to use Government data on the Indices of
Multiple Deprivation, has been combined with sustainability
data (including income/education/rent arrears/demand)
and environmental data (SAP score/CO2 emissions/fuel bills)
to create an action plan to support the investment decision
making process, including demonstrating value for money
and confirming business plan affordability.
The 2018 APE modelling produces the following
indicative key results:

Masterplanning

• The 30 year net present value (NPV) of the income and
expenditure associated with our housing stock of 11,974
units stands at £293m - equivalent to an average of
£24,476 per unit

A masterplan is a dynamic long-term plan that guides future
growth and development of areas. It includes analysis,
recommendations and proposal for an area’s population,
economy, housing, transportation, community facilities and
land use. As reported last year our focus is on East Manchester
as part of the ambitious plans within the East Manchester
Regeneration Framework. The drivers for masterplanning
include enabling our residents and neighbourhoods to
benefit from the residential and economic growth being
seen in other parts of Manchester. Our initial feasibility work
is underway focusing on consultation with residents and
stakeholders and it is expected that the East Manchester
project would be phased over an eight year period.

• 0% of our stock is in an asset group with a negative NPV
i.e. below £0 per unit
• Within the positive NPV’s there are only 634 units
(5.29%) with marginal cash flows of between £0 and
£10,000 with an average NPV of £5,566
• The marginal stock is balanced by 11,340 units (94.71%)
having positive NPV’s at an average £25,534
Overall performance is strong and represents an improvement
in performance when compared to the 2015 results when
210 properties had a negative NPV and 3,660 were marginal
(see table 1 below). The total NPV has increased by £128m
and the average NPV per unit by £10,873. See table 1.

Asset Performance Evaluation
We continue to use Asset Performance Evaluation (APE)
modelling to measure the long term sustainability of our
neighbourhoods and inform our future long-term asset
management strategy. The model also enables analysis at
an asset group and individual property level. We appointed
Savills to conduct a 56% sample stock condition survey
of our properties and this work was completed earlier

The overall positive NPV also reflects the fact that over the
long term, rental income is sufficient to meet operating costs
associated with the assets – as shown in table 2 below:

Table 1: NPV comparison

30 yr NPV pu

Performance
description

Below £0

Poor

£0-£10,000
Above £10,000

Number of units

% units

Total 30 yr NPV

NPV per Unit

210

1.73%

-£1,186,631

-£5,651

Marginal

3,660

30.15%

£25,295,435

£6,911

Good

8,270

68.12%

£141,036,878

£17,054

£165,145,682

£13,603

2015

Total

12,140

Below £0

Poor

£0-£10,000

Marginal

Above £10,000

Good

0

0.00%

£0

£-

634

5.29%

£3,528,877

£5,566

11,340

94.71%

£289,551,994

£25,534

£293,080,871

£24,476

2018

Total

11,974
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Table 2: One Manchester – investment vs rent
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Energy and Sustainability

The Climate Change Act 2008 set legally binding targets
to reduce carbon emissions by 80% from the 1990 level
by 2050. The ambitious Government target is now set to
carbon neutral by 2050. However, Greater Manchester has
a further ambition to become one of Europe’s leading green
city regions and has outlined plans to bring carbon neutrality
forward by at least a decade to 2040. Our initial target is to
improve the SAP ratings of our properties to Band A-B which
will help reduce tenants’ fuel costs. The current average
fuel bill based on a SAP rating of 70.83 is estimated at £605
per home per annum - the target to reach Band A-B should
reduce fuel costs by an average of £300-£400 each year. In
addition to improvement measures such as insulation, triple
glazing, cavity and external wall insulations, solar PV and low
energy light bulbs we plan to run holistic initiatives around
lifestyle, sustainable food and behaviour.

Fuel Poverty - around one in 10 households are estimated to
be fuel poor and we believe the most effective way to tackle
fuel poverty is to improve the energy efficiency of our homes.
Our strategy for sustainability and energy saving initiatives for
our residents includes a 3 year action plan with a range of
opportunities and energy projects and an overall budget of
£8.2m.
As part of our objectives to improve energy efficiency, lower
fuel costs for customers and lower our carbon footprint we
use the CROHM (Carbon Reduction Options for Housing
Managers) modelling tool. The model is based on current
energy data and the current results tell us:
• the average SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure)
rating of One Manchester’s stock is 70.83 (SAP band
C) performing well against the national average of the
housing association sector at 66.2

We commissioned a research project on our Passivhaus
scheme (see reference to Stoneygate Walk on page 27 for
details of Passivhaus) at Erneley Close. This included data
about tenants’ bills and energy consumption. The data
showed a dramatic reduction in heating costs for residents now paying 49p per day from £1.20 per day - a cost saving of
£260 per flat per year.

• the average carbon footprint of our stock is 2.74 tonnes
CO2 each year compared to the national average for the
sector of c4.5 tonnes CO2

The completion of the installation of renewable heating
source (ground source heat pumps) has also seen cost
savings to customers at Stamford Court. It is estimated
that fuel cost savings per flat are in the region of £216 each
year. This heating source has also attracted income to One
Manchester via the Renewable Heating Incentive - £6,814
being generated between December 2017 and June 2018.
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We have Photovoltaic panels on a number of properties
throughout our stock including all 18 multi-storey blocks
which all provide energy to the communal areas. In addition,
12 of the blocks have generated an income in excess of £125k
through the Feed in Tariff and in 2018/19 we will carry out
monitoring to assess financial savings to tenants.
We are considering a community energy fund option schemes would include solar panels that would reduce
fuel bills for all and not just on the properties where panels
are placed. The scheme would include solar panels at no
upfront cost; forecast annual savings to fuel bills of £100 £280 and annual feedback payment from the provider for
social investment.

Waste and Recycling
We believe our approach to waste and recycling is crucial
to the success of creating and maintaining vibrant and
sustainable communities. Our waste and recycling policy
is supported by an action plan that addresses waste and
recycling across all our activities. Earlier this year a pilot area
in Hulme was chosen to trial a range of activities to reduce
fly-tipping and improve recycling rates under the following
themes:

We have undertaken a review of replacement boilers and
introduced an Intergas boiler that is more affordable than
previous models, provides greater efficiency and has a
longer warranty. Additional benefits include minimal
breakdowns, only 4 moving parts compared to 20+ in other
models and a 15 year warranty resulting in forecast savings
in repairs and resources. Three of our multi-storey blocks
have 1960’s gas installations and a central ventilation system.
In 2018/19 individual boilers will be replaced with a central
boiler and individual heat metering arrangements which can
be monitored and reviewed to provide energy usage advice
to residents. The individual systems will improve ventilation
and give direct control to tenants.
SHIFT - Sustainable Homes Index for the Future (SHIFT) is a
sustainability standard for the housing sector provided by
Sustainable Homes. It is an independent assessment and
accreditation scheme that demonstrates how organisations
are delivering against challenging environmental targets.
The assessment measures organisations against 50
environmental criteria including CO emissions, water
use, landfill waste and response to climate change risks.
Following submission of the SHIFT assessment in April 2018
we have moved from bronze to silver with SHIFT Gold being
an achievable aspiration.

•

Communication and engagement: installing new
recycling signage in communal waste areas; providing
information in letters and leaflets; engaging with tenants
via surveys and promotion events

•

Facility access: review of current facilities; painting of
bin rooms; installation of hand sanitisers

•

Provision: split sacks provided to tenants; recycling bins
replaced/provided as necessary

•

Enforcement: designing and installing enforcement
signage in key areas; partnership working with
Manchester City Council

We also recruited an intern from the University of Manchester
via the fully funded Q-Step programme on a summer
placement to assess the success of the pilot and to research
best practice. The conclusion of the pilot was there had
been a 23% increase in blue bin (paper/cardboard) recycling
and a 32% increase in brown bin (glass/plastic bottles/tins)
recycling. This was complemented by positive feedback
in a post-pilot survey with 69% of respondents stating the
pilot had improved their recycling rates and made recycling
easier; 74% had seen a great improvement in their bin area
and multiple residents commented that their experience of
waste and recycling was now far more pleasant.

Carbon Literacy Training - working towards carbon
neutrality, and to improve staff engagement in reducing
carbon emissions, we are committed to delivering carbon
literacy training initially to our staff. We deliver two workshops
each month to staff - providing a greater awareness of the
impacts of living habits and identifying opportunities for
reducing carbon footprints. Later this year we will develop
plans to engage with our residents on carbon literacy and
recruit sustainability ambassadors.
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Community Payback and One Manchester

Asset Investment

Cheshire and Greater Manchester Community Rehabilitation
Company (CGM CRC) Community Payback Service provide
world class rehabilitation services for offenders sentenced to
carrying out unpaid work and are committed to supporting
people to make lasting change. They uphold and enforce
court sentences and help protect communities by reducing
re-offending and managing risk. CGM CRC works with a
neighbouring local authority’s environmental team and we felt
One Manchester could benefit from a similar arrangement. A
pilot project was agreed to supplement the service provided
by our Grounds Maintenance Team and low risk Community
Payback service users were:

The asset investment budget for 2017/18 was £4,985,800.
The major schemes funded from this budget included:

•

•
•

• Alexandra Park roofing programme
• Clayton roofing programme
• Mop up programme of properties still requiring decent
home improvement work
• Replacement boilers
• Highway improvements
• Extension of windows/doors/porches/canopies
programme

aligned with our grounds maintenance summer
programme e.g. improving alleyways and edging of
grassed green space

• Asbestos removal
• External LED car park lighting
• Adaptations programme

given the responsibility of delivering three
environmental projects in our pilot Place areas

• Bishopton Close structural repairs

allocated service referrals relating to ‘grot spot’ areas
e.g. litter picking and bulky item/fly-tipping clearance

The asset programme demonstrates our ongoing investment
in our existing homes and communities. In addition to
these projects a range of ad-hoc schemes were managed
in house and funded through the business plan. These
schemes included property conversions and refurbishments;
external works and entrance alterations to Hamilton Lodge;
and repairs to the Aquarius Centre in Hulme. In addition, a
separate expenditure budget was established for the multistorey cladding replacement programme of £15.6m (see
page 32).

Over a 7 week period we benefitted from an average of
22.7 service users working with our Grounds Maintenance
Team each week - a total of 943 hours or a weekly average
of over 134 hours. The value of the resource, based on the
hourly rate of a Grounds Maintenance Operative, totalled
£16,021. During the pilot service users could also access our
One Future Service which offers a free service to help people
get into work through skills, experience and confidence
boosting. They offer advice and a wide range of training,
work placements, self-employment and volunteering
opportunities.
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Strategy 4 - Social Innovation and Partnership
This strategy defines how we will maximise the social value we deliver in our areas by
creating and delivering with partners innovative solutions that improve the life chances and
opportunities for our customers and communities.
Social Innovation

Literacy Beacons - examples of how this approach can
succeed includes our Literacy Beacons Project. We support
those who have difficulty with reading and writing by linking
them up with One Manchester customers and staff who
act as literacy champions, helping to improve their literacy
capabilities at their own pace.

A key part of our approach is recognising that the solution
to a problem is not always money. We look at the talent and
skills that already exist in our communities and we can often
find the right mix of experience from people, community
groups and social enterprises that can have a much bigger
and longer lasting impact. We call this approach ‘social
innovation’. We believe in helping up, not handing out;
inspiring and empowering individuals to get involved and
stay involved. By encouraging people to take ownership of
different projects we can ensure their long-term commitment
to the community cause for years to come.

Community Soups - our Community Fund is a grant funding
competition for local community organisations, charities and
social enterprises to carry out projects of benefit to our areas.
Groups pitch their ideas at ‘Community Soup’ events where
local people come to share food and watch the pitches as
well as enjoy some live music. Soup attendees vote on which
projects are their favourites and funding is allocated based
on how many votes each project receives. We contributed
£65k to 26 organisations in 2017/18 including:

Our approach involves making connections in our community
between people, groups and organisations who can work
together, sharing any available money, skills and resources
to help neighbourhoods thrive. Social innovation includes:

• Birthday Stars - to provide birthday parties for children
living in refuges and hostels

• developing smart collaborations with other partners
in our communities to understand and address local
issues - whether that’s via local authorities, healthcare
providers, police, local business, charities and social
enterprises etc.

• Compassion Food Bank - to host a monthly dinner for
men that are socially isolated and using the foodbank
• Homeless Hub - for a night shelter for their expanding
homeless project

• tapping into local talent and unlocking skills in our
communities - to help our neighbourhoods reach
their full potential, develop strong role models and be
sustainable beyond our involvement

• Green Fingers - an allotment for people with learning
disabilities
• Deaf Chefs - teaching young deaf people from 16-19
how to cook

• tailor-made solutions - each community is different
and we recognise this. Where there are issues with
unemployment, we look to establish mentoring
programmes and specific services to meet the needs of
residents, for example the East Hub (one-stop-shop for
employment)

Social Investment Strategy and Social Accounts - our
Social Investment Strategy is at the heart of everything we do
as an organisation. Our Social Investment Strategy adopted
in May 2017 sets out four objectives which are:
• Creating stronger more resilient communities
• Creating a stronger more resilient local economy
• Improving places and reducing environmental impact
• Encouraging healthier, happier people in our
communities
The strategy can be found at www.onemanchester.co.uk/
investing-our-communities/our-social-investment-strategy
and the accounts at www.onemanchester.co.uk/socialaccounts.
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Social Value
One Manchester continues to target the creation of social
value when procuring works, goods or services to create
a positive impact for the communities that it serves. During
2017/18, One Manchester has implemented a wider
approach to incorporating Social Value into procurement
activities. This builds upon the existing approach of including
scored social value sections within tenders. Where tenders
are not used to procure, for example in growth projects
where a framework is used or a negotiated land deal is
carried out, One Manchester now uses an employers
requirement document which sets out a number of minimum
contractual requirements. This was utilised for the £14m
Clockworks development on Princess Road to secure a range
of social value commitments from the contractor Galliford Try
Partnership.

value. One Manchester actively led on the development
of a GMHP Social Value toolkit to encourage and support
potential suppliers to deliver social value. An accompanying
event was also organised by One Manchester on behalf
of GMHP, where local suppliers could learn about GMHP
procurement, social value and how they can get involved.

One Manchester has also begun to engage with a wider
range of its existing suppliers, where social value has not been
formally incorporated into a procurement process. This has
enabled us to deliver additional social impact. For example
Marley Eternit, a roof tile manufacturer was approached to
contribute towards the social value generated through the
Alex Park reroofing programme. Although as a second tier
supplier to the project, they did not have any social value
requirements specified, they contributed 20 Winter Warmer
packs for the benefit of local residents suffering with fuel bills.

In 2017/18 measurement of social value has shifted away from
the HACT’s Wellbeing Valuation methodology towards a
bespoke in house measurement framework: Impact. This has
captured a wide range of One Manchester’s social impact.
In 2016/17 there were five procured contracts which
delivered social value. For 2017/18 that figure rose to 16
contracts. A summary of social value delivered and pledged
for 2017/18 on 14 of the contracts can be seen in table 3
below. In addition to this, 2 more suppliers have made some
pledges yet to be delivered and social value on one further
contract is under development.

In 2017/18 One Manchester has also continued to collaborate
with other GM Housing Providers to help develop the
consistency and impact of our relative approaches to social

Table 3: One Manchester Social Value Outcomes 2017/18

Project & Department

Contract Holder &
Procurement Method

Social Value outcomes – 2017/18

Leaf Street & Royce
Road Development

Keepmoat / Engie

Delivered: 21 work placements started or completed; 11 candidates
received training; 2 apprentices placed; 5 school visits; 44
pupils reached; 59% of workforce from GM postcodes; 63% of
subcontract orders from GM postcodes; £28,732.29 - community
investment including roofing repairs to Cornerstone Centre; 482
donated hours

Tender
Growth

Alex Park Roofing Works

WRPS Ltd

Assets

Tender

Delivered: Hosting OM roofing apprentice for 5 weeks; Moss Side
Caribbean Carnival scaffolding support (circa £1,800); donation
to Moss Side Boxing Club; Bike Hive Storage works - delivered in
February 2018 and worth £1,555.08; bat box building - materials
provided to local school to build
Pledged: Environmental works at Will Griffiths Court
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Project & Department

Contract Holder &
Procurement Method

Social Value outcomes – 2017/18

Rainshaw Lane
Development

John Southworth
Builders

Growth

Framework call off

Delivered: 3 work placements; pro-bono work to support Heroes
Wood Project by constructing 50 + tree guards; construction
of new shed for person living behind site; introduction letter &
newsletters; meet the contractor event; awareness event (dangers
on construction sites); % materials sourced locally (within 10 miles)
- 71%; % subcontractors appointed locally (within 10 miles) - 46.5%;
% local labour employed on scheme (within 10 miles) - 69%;
apprenticeship weeks for 2 safeguarded apprentices; 1 apprentice
created

Lift Maintenance

Sheridans Lifts

Assets

OJEU Tender

Delivered: 2 rolling work experience placements both leading
to full time employment - 100% record of employment from the
placement programme; support One Money winter warmer packs
by providing x20 blankets, fleeces, flasks and gloves; helped to
promote apprenticeships through
Pledged: potential 3 apprentices; £300 donation / raffle for
tenants; take part in community days; sponsorship of football team

Building Materials
Tender

Grafton - Building &
Timber

Repairs

Wolseley – Plumbing /
Heating & Gas
CEF - Electrical

Grafton - Pledged: set up community impact fund; sustainability
and waste reduction actions; promote existing recruitment
opportunities/apprenticeships to OM tenants; offer career talks/
work experience; basic DIY training events to tenants; tenant
discount rates (5%+)
Grafton - Delivered: provision of 3 x padlocks for Bike Hive project:
£300

Framework call off
Wolseley - Pledged: promote local training, job and
apprenticeships across local area; tenant training courses
on products; work placement/work experience projects to
stakeholders by negotiation; will consider community projects/
initiatives either through donations of materials or to facilitate in
an advisory capacity; will consider supporting chosen charity
via donations or utilising local branch teams in charitable work;
discounts for tenants
CEF - Pledged: host school children to carry out work experience;
aim to source as much stock as possible from local area; preferential
discounts for tenants; support staff to work in local community);
staff and management time
Chapel Street
Development
Growth

Mulbury Homes
Land deal with
developer

Delivered: 2 x shared apprentices recruited to project - 16 weeks
in total; Mulbury to donate £500 to the Peter Quinn Friendship
Foundation
Pledged: Mulbury to host work placements on a rolling basis;
Mulbury to support the TASC project with local school(s)
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Project & Department

Contract Holder &
Procurement Method

Social Value outcomes – 2017/18

Clockworks
Development

Galliford Try

Pledged: commitment to minimum 6 new / sustained apprentices;
provide 10 work placements (aim to increase to 30); fund 10 CSCS
cards; ring-fence entry level local employment opportunities
with guaranteed interviews for OM residents; commit to support
reasonable ad hoc requests in partnership with OM on case by
case basis; unskilled volunteer days: pro-bono support or donation
of activities / resources; social enterprise included as part of project
supply chain; target 65% orders placed within GM postcodes

Growth

Land deal with
developer

Office Fit-out

ADT

N/a

Tender

Legionella Testing

Alchem Industries

Assets

Tender

Delivered: provided of electrician and joiner for Hulme Community
Garden Centre (and materials); work experience placement; 96%
materials recycled
Planned: £50 per month donated to community shop initiative; 1%
rebate of annual contract value as direct financial contribution; 1 day
per month donated to support initiative; contribution of £50 worth
of seeds for community gardens
Pledged: will also support community events and consider work
placements

Stoneygate Walk

John Southworth
Builders

Growth
Framework call off

Pledged: site planting / frontage softening; site hoarding
competition; new apprentice site manager, joiner, bricklayer and
plumber; targeting rolling programme of work placements - 5 per
£1m; investigate requirements for reward scheme for use of local
SME / Social Enterprise; liaise with MCC for school placements;
liaise with TMC re: college placements; community investment 100 hours pledged
Delivered: introduction letter; meet the contractor event x 2;
awareness event (dangers on construction sites); materials sourced
locally - 97%; subcontractors appointed locally - 17.6%; local labour
within 10 miles - 100%

Mobile phone contract

Daisy Group

IT

Tender

Existing: provide opportunities for work experience; support
selected charities; Daisy Green Team activities; ISO14001:2004;
employ hundreds of people in Manchester; deliver apprenticeship
scheme; pay living wage; 35 Health Champions to support peers;
Prince’s Trust “Million Makers” team formed to raise money to help
challenged youngsters across the UK
Pledged: Discount to both Housing Association staff and tenants;
targeted recruitment and training opportunities; attend local
careers events
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Project & Department

Contract Holder &
Procurement Method

Social Value outcomes – 2017/18

Tower block recladding

Wates Group

Assets

Framework call off

Pledged: support the delivery of Wates Community day; employ
minimum 1 apprentice duration of contract; make work placements
available for various trainee roles; mentor 5 students through
Career Ready Think Build Programme 2018; deliver Career Ready
Insight day for 14-16 year olds; engage with local school on subject
to be chosen by OM; make available 1 apprenticeship ambassador
to support promotion of apprenticeships to audience of OM
choosing; provide 1 week work experience for 2 14-16 year old
students to work with site team; deliver one tranche of the Building
Futures scheme; engage minimum 1 social enterprise as part of
supply chain; provide ongoing mentoring for local SME; sponsor
and support OM application into Wates Giving

Structural works

New Charter Building
Co.

Pledged: 25 winter warmer packs; scheduled programme of
unpaid work-placement opportunities

Tender

Existing activity: work placements; 22 apprenticeships;
employability support; traineeships; work clubs; careers events

Communal area painting

PSN

Assets

Tender

Pledged: £2k vouchers to support rough sleepers project; donate
paint and materials to Boilerhouse project; donate art equipment
/ stationery to OM’s homework / craft clubs; deliver professionally
coached football session; offer 4 x volunteer opportunities; commit
time to support community led employment and skills initiatives;
use local suppliers; reduce waste

Assets

Existing Activity: local labour; support sports teams / charities;
minimise landfill; training & employment opportunities
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Greenhouse Project

Catalyst Fund

A member of One Manchester staff successfully applied to
take part in the National Housing Federation’s Greenhouse
project (June-October 2018), in which small teams across
the country are being challenged to develop ideas and turn
them into tangible concepts for products and services.

In 2017 One Manchester developed the Catalyst Fund to help
engage with and support emerging and growing businesses
within our areas. The fund, launched in November 2017,
seeks to help us achieve our objectives to create financially
resilient places as well as support our other social priorities
set out in our social investment strategy. The development
of the fund has taken a partnership approach - working with
MCC, Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary Organisation,
Business Growth Hub and Manchester Social Entrepreneurs
Network. The fund seeks to plug a gap we revealed for
businesses at an early stage of growth that were unable to
access support and funds from other sources. In addition
to our funding pledges, we are working with partners to
proactively offer relevant support to good projects whether
or not they are successful in securing funding. We committed
£40k to the first round - we received 870 expressions of
interest, 18 shortlisted to a pitching event held in February
where 10 businesses received grants of between £500 and
£5k. Winners included ‘Back on Track’ - a Manchester charity
that supports disadvantaged people through education,
training, work experience and volunteering- and ‘Sow the
City’ - a social enterprise with a focus on community foodgrowing projects. There will be a second round of funding
launched in October 2018.

These ideas have been crowd-sourced through focus
groups held all around the sector and are rooted in our social
purpose to transform lives and the places we serve. The
project is broken down into five themes with a project team
assigned to each:
1. Building better: removing the false choice between
quality and affordability. How might we build high
quality homes more quickly, designing them around the
individual needs and desires of the people we house?
2. Adapting with age: offering real choice as people get
older. How might the homes we live in adapt as we age
to ensure we can remain in the home and community
that we love when our needs change?
3. Transforming tenure: giving the next generation a stake
in a home by developing new tenure models. How
might we rethink ownership and tenure to give young
people the opportunity of a real stake in their home?
4. People powered: putting power back in the hands of
our communities. How might we reimagine our offer to
give those on low incomes real choice over goods and
services?
5. Halting homelessness: ending rough sleeping. How
might we work together to get people off the streets and
into homes with the support they need?
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Enterprise
One Manchester continues to facilitate the East and South
Manchester Business Networks. The East Network will
celebrate its second birthday this autumn and a survey of
members in 2017 demonstrated the value of being involved.
It highlighted that 80% of members had increased their
business knowledge as a result of attending the network and
63% had secured business via another network member.
In December 2017 we launched a new Women in Business
Programme - a 12 week programme covering a range of
business support topics, 1:1 advice and ongoing mentoring
support. We also introduced a Retail Training Programme
targeted at individuals seeking to establish a new business
as a market trader or online retailer. The programme ran
from November 2017 to March 2018 with participants able
to apply for a small business start up grant of up to £500 at
the end of the programme. The programme hosted a show
and tell session where traders brought their goods for sale
and presented about their business. Members of the public
were invited and purchased the traders goods with two of
the traders selling out.

Youth Opportunities
The Young Manchester Fund was launched in November
2017 and One Manchester, as a partner, was successful
with 2 out of 3 bids. The East Youth Partnership will provide
£22k over 2 years to provide 2 sessions per week to young
people in east Manchester and our aim is to engage with 100
young people aged 6-12 and 100 aged 13-18. The Central
Partnership bid will provide 2 youth sessions and 2 play
sessions per week at the Aquarius Centre in Hulme. In both
projects the young people will be involved in social action
projects and will be seeking opportunities for young people
to volunteer in the communities in which they live.

Our Enterprise Service continues to support potential start
up business by providing 1:1 business advice, business skills
workshops covering digital skills, marketing and selling skills
and access to finance.

One Manchester was also successful in an application to
have 2 young people represent Manchester on the Greater
Manchester Youth Combined Authority (YCA). The YCA is
the first of its kind in the country and its aim is to give young
people in Greater Manchester the opportunity to have their
voices heard and influence GMCA policy and decision
making. The YCA undertakes specific pieces of work
and develops real policies that improve the lives of young
people. One of its first roles is to implement the Mayor’s
plan for a Curriculum for Life (young people have said that
the education system needs to do more to prepare them for
life after school and college), as well as an ‘opportunity pass’
which will open up access to transport, leisure, sporting and
cultural activities as well as placements and apprenticeships.
The YCA also advised the Mayor and GMCA on key issues
affecting young people and scrutinises the work of Greater
Manchester’s leaders.

School Students - Year 11 Early Application
Process
In October 2017 we started a project supporting
young people in year 11 to make early applications to
apprenticeships by January 2018 with the aim of receiving a
provisional apprenticeship offer at the end of the programme.
Recruitment was competency based enabling students
without work experience to demonstrate their enthusiasm and
skills and allowing them to promote themselves more easily
than they could in a traditional CV/online application process.
Students had to participate in a series of workshops followed
by an assessment centre and interview. Of the 76 students
interviewed - 59 received provisional apprenticeship offers
with final offers being subject to required GCSE grades.
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Work Placements and Volunteers

On Top of the World - this project, funded by the JP Getty
Foundation and Royal Exchange, began in 2015 with the
aim of encouraging single-occupancy residents living in our
multi-storey blocks in Hulme and Gorton to develop new
skills and get to know other residents through engaging with
the creative arts. The subsequent production titled “Can You
Hear Me From Up Here” is an inspiring and moving example
of engagement with high rise residents in a post-Grenfell era.
The 40 minute performance is the culmination of the threeyear cultural engagement project that has been developed
as a powerful creative platform on which residents who are
at risk of social isolation can express their views, shed light on
their experiences and build new communities. 200 residents
have been directly involved in the project and the participants
now have a strong dialogue with One Manchester and have
developed friendships. In addition to shows at the Royal
Exchange, we have staged a performance at our head office
that was well attended by One Manchester staff.

Between April 2017 and March 2018 our Work Placement and
Volunteer Manager successfully secured work placements
for 96 people either at One Manchester or with one of our
partners. Work placements give job seekers an insight into
the world of work, boost confidence and offer on the job
training that can be a great stepping stone into employment.
This year two people completing work placements have
been offered employment at One Manchester as a Finance
Assistant and Repairs Team Administrator.
For the same time period 90 volunteers were also placed
within One Manchester or a partner. Volunteering is also an
excellent way of gaining work experience, as well as learning
new skills and even making new friendships. We had further
success with two library volunteers gaining employment at
the MMU and Central libraries.

The Place

Hulme Sweet Hulme - this Heritage Lottery funded
collaboration with Reel Manchester (a community arts
organisation) reached its conclusion in September 2017 with
a premiere at the Whitworth Art Gallery. Entitled ‘Hulme: The
Documentary’ it recalls the struggles to keep the community
together in decent housing, told by residents of all ages. It
includes archive footage, photos and real life community
interviews with those who have lived through two major
regeneration schemes - the clearances of the 1950’s and
the City Challenge of the early 1990’s. It is accompanied
by ‘Hulme to Me’ co-ordinated by Manchester poet, Tony
Walsh, in which residents recite their own verses of what the
area means to them.

The Place at Platt Lane (library and community resource
centre supported by One Manchester) has successfully
secured £60k Voluntary and Community Sector funding
over 3 years from MCC. The centre is well used and income
generation increasing. As a result, the Board were able to
recruit a Support Assistant, their first paid employee.

Culture
Our cultural opportunities help our residents meet new
people and provide the chance to get involved in social
activities. We attend many of the great shows and events
that the city has to offer by working with partners such as The
Royal Exchange and Contact theatres, Home, Z-arts, City in
the Community and Manchester Rangers. As social isolation
is a reality for many, we think it’s important to provide the
opportunity for people of all ages to participate in cultural
activities. It is widely recognised that going to the theatre,
visiting museums and art galleries, and going to the cinema
can have a positive affect on our wellbeing and we offer a
wide range of places to visit to suit all ages.

Project Speak Your Mind - Summer 2017 saw the start of
‘Project Speak Your Mind’ in partnership with Z-Arts. Nine
young people aged 9-13 years received training (and met
with a Guardian reviewer) on various ways of reviewing
shows and reviewed 9 shows at venues across the North
West during September and October. The project linked to
our culture and youth offer and connected the participants to
Z-Arts with a free year long Bright Sparks membership which
allowed them and their families to access all the weekly
creative activities available to young people at Z-Arts.
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Strategy 5 - Growth
This strategy defines how we will increase the range and number of homes and services that
both contributes to the City’s growth and housing development strategy and also meets a
range of needs and aspirations.
Growth Programme 2017-21

• shared ownership - a part buy, part rent scheme
for people who can’t afford to buy a home with a
commercially available mortgage. This is mainly aimed
at first time buyers who rent the part they don’t own at a
reduced rate.

Our growth strategy, supported by £22.8m Homes England
Grant, aspires to deliver - by development or acquisition –
1,063 new homes by 2021. It also offers a whole range of
tenure type to meet the widest range of needs. In addition to
traditional social rent homes we offer:

• rent to buy - a new scheme that gives people who are
struggling to save for a deposit the opportunity to do
so whilst living in the house they could eventually buy.
The rent is set at 80% of the market value for the area allowing breathing space to save.

• market rent homes - the rent is the going rate for similar
private rental properties in an area
• affordable rent homes - up to 80% of the market rent in
an area

Table 4 below provides a programme summary by scheme and tenure as at 31 March 2018

Schemes in programme

Tenure

Units

Hamilton Lodge

Affordable rent

24

Abbey Hey Lane

Affordable rent

10

Brow House

Market rent

1

Osborne Road

Market rent

8

Stanley Grove

Affordable rent

4

Attlee Way

Market rent

1

Columbine Street (phased completion)

Shared ownership

19

Leaf Street (phased completion)

Market rent

47

Bentley House

Market rent

1

COMPLETIONS

sub-total

26

115

Schemes in programme

Tenure

Units

Columbine/Lees Street (phased completion)

Shared ownership

15

Leaf Street (phased completion)

Market rent

58

Royce Road

Market rent

67

Grizebeck Close

Affordable rent

2

Chapel Street

Shared ownership/Rent to Buy

64

Rainshaw Lane

Shared ownership

10

Stoneygate Walk *

Rent to Buy

21

Field Street

Affordable rent

8

Princess Road

Rent to Buy

105

Ben Street

Market rent

62

IN CONTRACT

sub-total

412

APPROVED
Springbridge Road**

Market rent

5

Oasis Site***

Rent to Buy

26

Gorton Lane

Rent to Buy

117

South Street ****

Affordable rent/Shared ownership

27

Guinness acquisition

Social rent 5/Affordable rent 7

12
sub-total

187

total

714

* The Stoneygate Walk scheme is being built to the Passivhaus Institute Low Energy Building Standard. Passivhaus is a rigorous,
voluntary standard for energy efficiency in a building which reduces the building’s ecological footprint. It results in ultra-low
energy buildings that require little energy for heating or cooling. Due to their location, 3 houses will achieve full Passivhaus
certification due to solar gain and 18 will achieve Low Energy Building Standard.
** Springbridge Road is a remodel of 6 empty bedsits into 4 one bed and 1 two bed market rent apartments.
***The Oasis Site is a partnership scheme with the Oasis Centre - a community centre providing activities and support for
people on benefits and the long-term unemployed; people struggling with addictions and mental health issues; the homeless,
asylum seekers and refugees. The scheme includes a new community centre in addition to the 26 rent to buy homes that will
enable the centre to expand its valuable offer to the east Manchester community.
**** Our South Street development in Openshaw includes 15 one and two bedroom bungalows for affordable rent. They are
being designed in consultation with Alzheimer and Dementia groups to enable older people suffering from cognitive conditions
to live independently for as long as possible. The design includes private courtyards, a sensory garden/ gardening hub and a
summer house meeting space.
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Table 5 provides a tenure split summary of the 714 homes.
Tenure split

714 homes

Market rent

250

Shared ownership

70

Rent to buy

319

Affordable rent

70

Social rent

5

Private Rented Sector
A major factor in delivering our vision to transform
communities is the ability to positively intervene in the Private
Rented Sector (PRS) as it has a big influence on the housing
offer across all our communities. Key issues in some sections
of the PRS include poor quality housing stock; lack of
maintenance; poor energy standards; absent landlords; lack
of control over lettings and limited availability of large family
housing. We are working with partners - MCC, Registered
Providers, developers, investors and other stakeholders to
develop a range of initiatives.

We are currently a member of several development
frameworks that enable us to draw on contractors and
consultancy advisors in an OJEU compliant manner. This
works well and gives flexibility across a range of tenures,
scale and location.

Homelessness
In May 2018 there were over 50 larger (needing 4+ bedrooms)
homeless families living in temporary accommodation in
Manchester. MCC has committed £5m to assist in reducing
these numbers. We are working with MCC and other RP’s to
identify suitable properties to buy. MCC will invest 35% of the
total costs and RP’s the remaining 65%. RP’s will manage the
properties which will be subject to nominations agreements
for homeless families. The scheme is viable at costs of circa
£200k-£225k per property enabling the group to buy
around 60 homes - 10 per RP. Our development budget for
2018/19 has £450k provision for this programme equating to
3 properties to be acquired by us this year.

Private Sector Management by One Manchester - our
growth programme includes schemes let at market rent - e.g.
new build in Hulme and Gorton; and acquisitions in Abbey
Hey and Levenshulme. Whilst our developments to date have
been primarily targeted at securing a surplus on investment
that can be recycled into other services, there is potential (in
conjunction with our Place Plans) for future schemes to be
targeted in areas where the presence of a reliable landlord is
needed. We plan to explore the development of an ethical
letting agency that would entail:
• Acting as a large scale private sector landlord
developing a portfolio of properties and letting them
through a discrete brand
• Assisting struggling landlords through investment and a
managing agency which charges like commercial agents
but brings One Manchester economy of scale to bear on
letting and property maintenance costs
• Collaborating with MCC on targeting and enforcement
through management and acquisition, including empty
property initiatives
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With the development of our Place Plans we will look to target
areas where market rent schemes would meet local needs as
well as providing a return on investment. The outcome of our
intervention would be to reduce the numbers of landlords
operating in an area, remove those landlords on the edge of
legality and drive up letting and management standards.

HOLD initiative - as part of the delivery of our 2016-21
shared ownership programme, we have agreed in principle
to purchase up to 6 HOLD (Home Ownership for people
with a Long-term Disability) properties within our areas
although none have proceeded to date. HOLD’s aim is to
enable people with a lifelong disability to access a suitable
home on the open market on a shared ownership basis in
areas where there are no new build properties available. We
believe this is an important initiative to assist people in places
where they would otherwise struggle to secure appropriate
accommodation that meets their needs.

Private Sector Management for others - we have entered
into an agreement with MCC to manage 62 properties in Ben
Street, Clayton on a 20 year lease on behalf of MCC. These
properties, empty for 8 years, are currently being refurbished
and will be let at market rent. We have also purchased 12
properties next to the Ben Street area from the Guinness
Partnership - 7 are occupied and the other 5 are also being
refurbished and will be let at social rent. This investment
will greatly improve an area that has suffered from a lack of
investment over many years and this clearly fits our Place
based approach to regeneration.
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Strategy 6 - Organisational Capacity
This strategy defines how our organisational design and structure, our people, their skills and
our governance structure enables us to deliver our mission, vision and strategies.
Regulatory Compliance

and outcomes that providers are expected to achieve in
relation to governance and financial viability; value for money
and rent. Following the IDA the HCA publish regulatory
judgments of compliance with the governance and viability
requirements - i.e. that we are financially strong with solid
leadership from our Board and Executive Management Team
- and there are four grades of each:

In summer 2017 the Homes and Communities Agency
(HCA - now the Regulator of Social Housing) carried out an
In Depth Assessment (IDA) of One Manchester. IDA’s were
introduced in 2015 to assess Registered Providers businesses
to ensure they are complying with the HCA’s Economic
Standards. These Standards contain specific expectations

Governance Grades

G1

The provider meets governance
requirements.

G2

The provider meets governance
requirements but needs to improve
some aspects of its governance
arrangements to support continued
compliance.

G3

The provider does not meet
governance requirements. There are
issues of serious regulatory concern
and in agreement with the regulator
the provider is working to improve its
position.

G4

The provider does not meet
governance requirements. There
are issues of serious regulatory
concern and the provider is subject to
regulatory intervention or enforcement
action.

Viability Grades

V1

The provider meets viability
requirements and has the financial
capacity to deal with a wide range of
adverse scenarios.

V2

The provider meets viability
requirements. It has the financial
capacity to deal with a reasonable
range of adverse scenarios but needs
to manage material risks to ensure
continued compliance.

V3

The provider does not meet viability
requirements. There are issues of
serious regulatory concern and, in
agreement with the regulator, the
provider is working to improve its
position.

V4

Compliant

Non-Compliant

The provider does not meet viability
requirements. There are issues of
serious regulatory concern and the
provider is subject to regulatory
intervention or enforcement action.

Since One Manchester was formed in 2015 we had been
awarded the highest possible grades V1 and G1 and wanted
to retain those grades which we successfully did. We feel this
reflects the robustness and resilience of both our organisation
and our staff.
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Leading through ACTion

Development Conversations

In December 2016 we launched ‘The One Manchester
Way - ACT’ (Ambitious, Connected, Trustworthy). ACT
provides clarity and consistency internally and externally
on the way we do things and the standards of behaviour
that people can expect of us all. Our related 7 month
management development programme - Leading through
ACTion - concluded in January. The programme’s aim was
to equip our managers with the leadership and management
skills needed to deliver our Strategic Plan; respond to new
areas of business; do more with less and break down silos.
Feedback from the participants was extremely positive i.e.
the programme was an engaging and valued opportunity
that also developed relationships between colleagues. A
Leadership Conference in February brought together all
managers and celebrated the integration of learning and how
the future application of that learning and living ‘The One
Manchester Way’ will help deliver our strategic objectives
and engage with staff with an all one team approach.

A new approach to performance management for One
Manchester was piloted across the business and introduced
to managers at the February Leadership Conference. This
approach - Development Conversations - is a continuation
and application of the learning from the Leading through
ACTion programme enabling managers to adopt a coaching
approach with their teams that encourages high performance
through a focus on personal development.

Annual Staff Survey
Our annual staff survey (2017) results were published in
February and were considered at the above Leadership
Conference. The survey results were good overall showing
a resilient organisation characterised by positive working
relationships. Staff feel One Manchester is a forward-thinking
place to work and feel proud of our purpose, standing and
the respect we gain from other organisations. Whilst the
majority of measures continue to score well there were some
areas scoring lower than in 2016. As a result, the conference
established a series of working groups with the following
themes:

Staff Training
In 2017/18 a total of 282 staff attended 1,026 training courses
or learning events. In addition to the Leading through ACTion
modules, examples of training attended included:
•

Assertive communication		

•

Carbon literacy

•

Asbestos				

•

Excel intermediate and advanced

•

First Aid				

•

Stress and nutrition

•

Pesticide spraying			

•

Manual handling

•

COSHH				

•

Gambling awareness

• Working together as One Team across the organisation
• Involving, listening and valuing staff
• Focusing on customers
• Providing staff opportunities to contribute to
organisational improvement
These groups have developed a number of key ideas that
were presented to a further Leadership Conference in
August and are now being considered by our Executive
Management Team.

Board Member Recruitment
Last year we reported that we had developed a Board
Succession Plan as we needed to recruit new Board
members in 2017/18. The plan - in addition to taking into
account the experience, knowledge, skills and personal
attributes of prospective members - took into account our
business strategy. We developed a Board member skills
and experience matrix that included competencies against
five key themes - business skills and experience; finance
and audit; corporate services; housing, care and support,
property and development; and customer and communities.
The Board members we subsequently recruited have
backgrounds in social housing and commercial property
development; regeneration; commerce and business
support; and planning.

We believe that this investment in employee training is
critical to the ongoing future success of our organisation.
Our employees are our biggest asset as they do the work
that enables us to meet our strategic objectives. Employee
training supports succession planning by increasing
the availability of experienced and capable employees;
increases employee value by up-skilling and expertise;
reduces attrition rates (and reduces recruitment costs) and
enhances operational efficiency. Training helps achieve
greater consistency in process and policy adherence making
it easier to project outcomes and meet organisational goals
and targets.
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Strategy 7 - Financial Resilience
This strategy defines how we will secure the financial resilience of One Manchester and
protect, adapt and maximise our resources to enable us to maximise incomes, opportunities
and choices for our customers and communities.
Financial Position

We are committed to ensuring the safety of our customers
and our Board resolved to install sprinklers, heat detectors
and fire alarms to ensure the fire safety of our customers in
addition to our immediate provision of a ‘wakeful watch’ (a
human fire alarm) as an interim measure. Work started in
January 2018 to replace the cladding systems on all 16 blocks.

2017/18 was a year of rapid change and transition against
a context of an extremely fluid national picture. Actual rent
cuts, welfare reform and the wider introduction of Universal
Credit, cost inflation, housing growth demand and supply
pressures, local political devolution and Brexit all added
to business uncertainty. However, as detailed below, the
Grenfell tragedy and its impact had the most telling effect
on One Manchester and our tenants and leaseholders.
Maintaining the safety of all our residents has been the
priority of our Board throughout this period. Despite the
understandable need to provide the resources to address
fire safety we also maintained the key financial imperative of
delivering our savings and efficiency plan whilst advancing
our new homes development programme. We continue to
focus on improving and maintaining our overall operating
margin and our surplus and cash generated within the
business to provide the investment in our existing and
future stock.

This work was unexpected and not in budget and our
revised business plan now includes an allowance of £15.6m
for the entire work. The Government has recently published
guidance on how Register Providers can apply for funding
for the removal and replacement of unsafe ACM cladding
on buildings 18 storeys or over. We have submitted an
application and envisage recouping the costs of replacement
cladding which is being incorporated into our cashflow
forecasts.

Value for Money Approach
To support our strategic aims we have 8 VfM objectives:
• Our savings plan

Overall, our financial position remains strong. Our full financial
statements can be found at https://www.onemanchester.
co.uk/who-we-are/how-we-are-doing.

• Our costs
• Our assets, place and growth
• Procurement

Cladding and Fire Safety

• Regulatory compliance and tenant scrutiny

Following the tragic fire and loss of life at Grenfell Tower
in June 2017, the Department of Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) required all Registered Providers
to identify high rise buildings that were clad with similar
materials. One Manchester had 16 high rise buildings of
between nine and sixteen floors with Aluminium Composite
Material (ACM) cladding. Detailed initial and subsequent
testing identified that all the blocks did not meet the standard
required by current building regulations.

• Performance
• Customer insight and satisfaction
• Investment in colleagues
These themes are evident in this VfM statement. However,
our savings plan is considered in more detail here.

Savings Plan
Following the budget announcement in July 2015 that social
housing rents would reduce by 1% for four years from April
2016 the Group developed a savings plan. In March 2018 the
original £9.08m savings plan was reset with a new efficiency
plan and target of £1.047m. This was against a background
of significant change for One Manchester including:
• Realised total savings with the 2017/18 budget of
£7,418m and an updated March 2019 value of £7,421m
acting as a closure point
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• The changed operating environment; the growth
programme has doubled in size to 1,063 units
• Greater investment in social innovation and community
• The cost involved with the cladding and fire safety works
as above
• The successful In Depth Assessment
• The detailed stock condition survey undertaken by
Savills and its positive impact on the overall capital
spend over 30 years

• During the financial year, the Board Implementation
Group held its final meeting, at which it reviewed and
assessed attainment against the merger objectives,
including financial savings
The new efficiency plan is based on the following
assumptions as detailed in table 6 below:

Table 6: One Manchester Savings and Efficiency Plan

Amended Savings Plan
Original Savings

9,088

Savings Achieved to 2018/19

(7,421)

Savings to Achieve

1,667

Changes in Saving Assumptions
Cost of Living now to move back to CPI

(200)

New Business Provision added back

(250)
(450)

Amended Savings Target

1,217

Savings Included in BP Assumptions
RTBs improving funding and reducing Interest Payable (RTB income)

130

Service Charge Recovery

40
170

Savings Projects
VLS

500

Efficiencies & Improvements (Digital by Design, Performance Improvements)
& Procurement Savings

547
1,047

Total Savings

1,217

• Two original assumptions, cost of living set at 1% and
new business provision, have been revisited and that
saving of £450k will now not be delivered. This follows
the move away from the flat 1% salary award this year
and reflects both cost of living price pressures and the
unwinding of public pay settlements away from 1%.
• The new business provision of £250k was a merger
promise for five years and has supported new activity

and investment in social and community projects. The
business plan assumes this stops in year 6, but given
the clear One Manchester social investment/business
strategy this is at odds with our future direction.
• There are embedded RTB interest savings and service
recovery that remain in the plan and is assumed to
continue given current levels of activity. That realises a
saving of £170k.
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That leaves a working target of savings projects embedded
within the business plan of £1,047k and that forms the basis
of a new two element efficiency plan:

We have worked with four other Registered Providers to
quantify the potential risk of UC to One Manchester. As part
of our UC Real Project we have been able to share customer
behaviours for those affected by UC, enabling a more robust
assessment of the financial risk to One Manchester. This has
shown the likely risk to be approximately £500k at its peak
and predicts that individual claimants could take up to 80
weeks to recover to their pre-Universal Credit account level.
As part of our response to managing UC claimants we have
placed an emphasis on budgeting advice and employment
support.

Voluntary Leavers Scheme - this was offered to all
permanent and fixed term employees with two or more years’
continuous service in January 2018. The VLS was part of an
overarching initiative to reduce overall staffing costs that also
included restructuring, pensions salary sacrifice and benefit
alignment. Our accounts note exceptional costs of £1m
relating to staff exiting the business but the VLS is projected
to achieve savings of £500k from 2019/20.

We have introduced a range of automated actions
for managing income collection and low level arrears
management - this has contributed to income collection rates
and has increased the capacity of the team to talk to customers
i.e. a more proactive approach enabling conversations
that provide a range of financial support, guidance and
signposting to relevant agencies accompanied by sensitive
but decisive arrears management and escalation.

New ways of working and procurement - digital service
delivery, service performance improvements, new ways of
working and procurement savings are expected to achieve
efficiency savings of £547k. In 2018/19 further procurement
projects, including legal services are underway and income/
service costs and recovery reviews are also scheduled. A
new Procurement Policy was approved in May 2017 that
sets out our policy for purchasing work, goods and services
on behalf of One Manchester and our subsidiaries. The
common policy ensures effective procurement processes
are adopted, helping us to maximise value for money, social
value and increase efficiency and also ensures that we comply
with all statutory and regulatory requirements.

We have outsourced the majority of former tenant arrears
(FTA) collection making an annual saving of £55k. Under
our Voluntary Leavers Scheme we lost 1.3 FTA staff that we
did not backfill. In addition to outsourcing, automation has
meant that the remaining member of staff has been able
to spend 80% of his time developing a new process for
managing leaseholder debt. The current leasehold debt is at
£147,730. At the start of the year this amount was £391,651.
The reason for the decrease is that all sinking funds were
refunded back onto the accounts supplemented by income
recovery of £93,228.

Income Recovery and Universal Credit
In 2017/18 we collected 100.35% of rent due narrowly missing
our target of 100.50%. We believe this is an excellent result
given the challenging context we are currently operating in.
At financial year end the number of active Universal Credit
(UC) claims was 949 - up from 354 at previous year end.
Recent national research indicates UC claimants have higher
arrears than tenants on legacy benefits; there appears to be
a spike in arrears prior to and immediately following a claim
with a return to pre-claim level after approximately 52 weeks;
the reasons for increased levels of arrears are complex but
relate to the delay in a claimant receiving first payment, the
design of UC and the carrying over of pre-existing arrears.

Welfare Reform Update
Last year we reported that we faced the challenge of further
welfare reform i.e. from April 2019 single people under
35 claiming UC would only be able to claim housing cost
allowance at the shared accommodation rate which in
Manchester equates to £67.20 per week. As the weekly
rent level for 97% of our 1 bedroom accommodation is
above that level, almost 3,000 of our 1 bed homes could
have become unaffordable for the under 35’s. In response
we had developed a sharers scheme and our Board had
approved the use of 3 year fixed term tenancies for nonworking applicants for properties with rent levels above the
shared accommodation rate. However, in October 2017, the
government announced that they had dropped the plans
and, whilst we had one sharers tenancy in place by this time,
the reason for continuing our approach had been removed.
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Financial Inclusion

Community Shops

Our One Money team can help with benefits, budgeting,
water meters, contents insurance, saving energy, bank
accounts and trust fund and charity fund applications.
They offer confidential outreach services at locations in our
communities. In 2017/18 the team assisted a total of 764
people and helped 241 customers achieve financial gains
worth £829,498. This included charity awards of £17,129
for 28 people and DLA/PIP awards worth over £170k for 36
people. Debts dealt with totalled £1,587,273. The team
negotiated with creditors to get 16 debts written off worth
a total of £27k with a further 14 Debt Relief Orders being
completed which has written off £153k. Other debts written
off include rent arrears of £124,497; utility debts of £139,818
and council tax debts of £158,309. Working with United
Utilities, between July 2017 and January 2018, we managed
to switch 368 tenants to cheaper tariffs saving customers a
total of £44,976 which is an annual average saving of £122.21
per household. A total of 110 tenants now have home
insurance via our arrangement with Royal and Sun Alliance.
We also assisted 25 people to access bank/credit union
accounts and gave 100 customers advice on their gas and
fuel consumption.

We have opened a further two community shops bringing
the total to four. The shops - in Ardwick, Fallowfield, Gorton
and Rusholme - offer members access to food items for
£2.50 that are worth more than £12. Last year this valuable
community resource was supplemented by the funding of a
delivery bike meaning that the community shop’s volunteer
team can drop off food to local residents who are physically
unable to get to the shop themselves.

Tenders/Adaptations and Insulation
Tenders - in 2017/18 only three major schemes were tendered
- Bishopton Close structural repairs; low rise communal area
painting and a heating replacement programme. Taking the
lowest successful tender price from the average tender price
we achieved overall savings of £233,749.
Adaptations - our residents benefitted from £746,012 worth
of equipment for aids and adaptations. Our contribution was
40% - £298,405 - with the remaining £447, 607 funded by
the local authority.
Insulation - the total value of our insulation works was
£31,370. Again our contribution was 40% - £12,548 - with
the remaining £18,822 being grant funded.

The Boiler House
As part of our commitment to our Place Strategy and financial
resilience for customers we have renovated the disused
district heating boiler house in Moss Side and turned it into
our newest community asset. We have teamed up with
Sow the City and The Men’s Shed projects which have
both previously received funding through our Community
Soups. The two projects will use the building as a base from
which to run their projects for and with members of the local
communities. The space will also be used to hold upcycled
items of furniture that will be donated to our tenants in need
of furniture for their homes.
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Costs - Performance and Benchmarking
In June 2016 the HCA revisited its approach to demonstrating VfM and cost efficiency across
the sector by identifying five individual cost indicators and a sixth summary indicator, the
headline social housing costs per unit (HSHCPU). In addition, following the Sector Scorecard
pilot and subsequent consultation exercise, the Regulator has defined seven key VfM metrics
with which to measure economy, efficiency and effectiveness on a comparable basis across
the sector. Each RP must now report against these metrics in their annual accounts.
Global Accounts Headline Social Housing Cost Per Unit - we have used the 2016/17 consolidated Global Accounts (GA) unit
costs to benchmark our own costs performance (OM) against the previous year and against the sector average and median as
demonstrated in table 7.

Table 7: Global Accounts comparison
Headline
social housing
CPU

Management
CPU

Service
charge CPU

Maintenance
CPU

Major repairs
CPU

Other social
housing costs
CPU

OM 16/17 & trend from
15/16 below

2.58

1.06

0.22

0.67

0.39

0.25

OM 15/16

3.14

1.28

0.20

0.77

0.60

0.29

GA average 16/17

3.70

0.94

0.55

0.99

0.75

0.47

OM variance from GA
average

-1.12

+0. 12

-0.33

-0.32

-0.36

-0.22

GA median 16/17

3.30

0.94

0.37

0.93

0.68

0.24

OM variance from GA
median

-0.72

+0.12

-0.15

-0.26

-0.29

+0.01

At the consolidated level, the sector has a median HSHCPU
of £3,298 and an average of £3,698. One Manchester’s
HSHCPU for 2016/17 is £2,582 - £716 below the sector
median and £1,116 below the sector average. In real terms
our HSHCPU reduced by a very positive £558 from the

previous year’s £3,140. Each individual metric had improved
other than ‘service charge’ CPU that increased to £215 from
£198 - in part due to better allocation of service charge costs
post merger. However, compared to the sector median
£372 and average £551 our performance is good. Our
‘management’ costs at £1,063 CPU are slightly higher than
the GA average and median but have fallen by £219 from
2015/16. Our ‘other’ CPU at £246 compares favourably
to the £467 average but is negligibly higher than the £241
median.
We have carried out further analysis for 2016/17 of our GA
rank at consolidated group level comparing ourselves against
other RP’s and Large Scale Voluntary Transfers (LSVT’s).
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Table 8: Global Accounts ranking

Group

OM headline social
housing CPU/rank

Lowest social housing
CPU in group

Highest social housing
CPU in group

All RP’s

2.58 – 19th of 236

1.86

25.89

All LSVT’s

2.58 – 9th of 91

1.86

5.66

LSVT 7-12 years

2.58 – 5th of 26

2.10

5.02

LSVT North West

2.58 – 3rd of 19

2.21

5.66

All North West

2.58 – 4th of 42

2.21

5.66

LSVT 7-12 years North West

2.58 – 3rd of 7

2.21

3.45

This compares One Manchester’s HSHCPU against all
RP’s and all LSVT’s but also against region and comparator
organisations in age as the HCA found that half the variation
in cost can be explained by several key factors. These include
the age of the stock transfer (RP’s have different costs as they
mature); regional wages; the level of supported housing;
housing for older people; neighbourhood deprivation and
decent homes work. Last year we were encouraged to note
that in four of six groups we ranked in the top quarter. This
year our respective rankings have improved significantly.

‘All RP’s’: now 8.1% versus 21.3% last year (51 of 240); and
amongst ‘All North West’ RP’s (9.5% this year; 25.6% last).
Smaller improvements can also be seen in the ‘North West
LSVT’s’ group (15.8% from 25%) and amongst ‘7 to 12 year
old LSVT’s’ (19.2% from 22.2% the previous year). The only
peer group where One Manchester’s performance has
not improved is ‘North West LSVT’s 7 to 12’ years. One
Manchester is still ranked third in this group, but there is one
organisation less this year compared to last (now 7 in total,
previously 8).

The biggest improvement is in the ‘All LSVT’s’ peer group
where One Manchester has moved up from the top 30%
last year (32nd of 107) to the top 10% this year (9.9% to be
precise). A shift into the top 10% has also been seen amongst

The table below details the actual HSHCPU for 2016/17, our
draft accounts value for 2017/18 and budgeted and business
plan estimates for 2018/19 to 2022/23.

Table 9: Unit Cost Measures - actual and projected to 2022/23

Actual

Budget

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Total social housing CPU

£3,140

£2,582

£3,075

Management CPU

£1,282

£1,063

Service charge CPU

£198

Maintenance CPU

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

£3,238

£2,716

£2,744

£2,900

£3,075

£1,174

£1,068

£930

£945

£963

£1,048

£215

£184

£211

£223

£225

£230

£237

£765

£665

£645

£638

£636

£646

£664

£683

Major Repairs CPU

£597

£393

£875

£1,223

£819

£806

£904

£960

Other social housing CPU

£297

£246

£196

£99

£110

£126

£142

£150

12,039

11,961

11,878

11,873

11,986

12,235

12,200

12,108

Stock numbers
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2018/19

Business Plan

Historically, the general trend was positive as our overall
HSHCPU reduced from £3,140 in 2015/16 to £2,582 in
2016/17 (the significant effect of our savings plan) and our
planning in January 2017 showed a continuation of that
trend into 2017/18 at £2,563 and 2018/19 at £2,790 - both
ongoing good performance at the low cost end of the sector.

move down again in 2019/20. Our review and planning
identifies the towers costs as the main driver in the increase in
our overall cost per unit. In spend terms it added £312 to our
unit average in 2017/18 and in budget planning it adds £648
per unit in 2018/19. The overall impact in 2018/19 and then
into 2019/20 will be subject to the actual final programme
timeline. At that point the general impact on the overall
business starts to reduce.

However, as the narrative earlier in this report indicates,
the impact of the cost of replacing the cladding on our
towers, security and additional health and safety works has
been significant and the above table now shows our actual
headline cost per unit has been particularly impacted in
2017/18 and 2018/19. The predicted headline 2017/18 value
is £3,075 and the 2018/19 at £3,238 before the overall costs

In sector comparative terms (table 10) our overall cost per unit
moves up the median sector average in 2018/19 before then
returning to the lower cost sector value. It does also give an
indication of the ongoing overall efficiency of the business.

Table 10: Sector comparison - actual and predicted overall cost per unit

One Manchester £'000/Unit - Actual 2016/17 Costs and Projected Costs 2017/18 to 2020/21
2016/17

Actual
CPU

Quartile
Position

2017/18

CPU

2018/19

Estimated
Quartile
Position

CPU

Estimated
Quartile
Position

2019/20

CPU

Estimated
Quartile
Position

2020/21

CPU

Management

1.06

1.17

1.07

0.93

0.94

Service Costs

0.22

0.18

0.21

0.22

0.22

Maintenance

0.67

0.65

0.64

0.64

0.65

Major
Repairs (incl.
Capitalised)

0.39

0.88

1.22

0.82

0.81

Other Costs

0.25

0.20

0.10

0.11

0.13

Headline Social
Housing Cost

2.58

3.08

3.24

2.72

2.75

Estimated
Quartile
Position

Regulator of Social Housing (RSH) Sector Data - 2016/17
Management

Service Costs

Maintenance

Major Repairs

Other Costs

Headline Social
Housing Cost

Upper

1.15

0.60

1.11

0.96

0.51

4.33

Median

0.94

0.37

0.93

0.68

0.24

3.30

Lower

0.74

0.24

0.78

0.49

0.10

2.93

Please note: The estimated quartile positions are based on the RSH sector data for 2016/17 and are an indication as to where the organisation would sit without
using mid-upper and mid-lower markers.
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Value for Money Metrics - the following metrics include the
seven regulatory financial metrics all RP’s must report on in
their financial statement of accounts.

Table 11: Value for Money Metrics

Actual
VfM Metrics

Projected

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

1

Reinvestment

2.40%

4.17%

8.18%

-

-

-

-

-

2a

% New Supply Delivered (Social Housing Units)

0.16%

0.09%

0.15%

0.9%

1.9%

3.0%

0.6%

0.0%

19

11

18

112

229

365

69

0

Closed Social Housing Units

12,039

11,961

11,878

11,873

11,986

12,235

12,200

12,108

% New Supply Delivered (Non-Social Housing Units)

0.16%

0.00%

0.38%

1.0%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20

0

48

128

9

0

0

0

Closed Housing Units (Social & Non-Social) plus
Leasehold

12,653

12,583

12,538

12,661

12,783

13,032

12,997

12,905

3

Gearing (Net Book Value of Housing Properties)

58.2%

62.6%

64.4%

70.9%

73.9%

67.5%

61.9%

57.2%

4

EBITDA MRI Interest Cover

182.3%

252.6%

170.4%

118.3%

184.0%

194.8%

222.9%

222.5%

5

Headline Social Housing Cost per Unit

£3,140

£2,582

£3,075

£3,238

£2,716

£2,744

£2,900

£3,075

6a

Operating Margin (Social Housing Lettings only)

24.93%

32.94%

26.35%

33.5%

29.5%

33.8%

33.7%

32.5%

6b

Operating Margin (Overall)

23.99%

31.03%

23.41%

29.0%

27.2%

29.6%

31.7%

31.2%

7

Return on Capital Employed (ROCE)

8.42%

10.05%

7.98%

7.5%

6.6%

7.7%

9.4%

8.1%

Other Metrics

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

1

EBITDA MRI Social Housing Lettings Interest Cover

-

-

196.6%

127.3%

182.7%

186.4%

206.1%

214.4%

2

Net Debt to Social Housing Lettings Turnover

-

-

2.2

2.9

3.5

3.1

2.7

2.4

No. New Supply Delivered (Social Housing Units)

2b

No. New Supply Delivered (Non-Social Housing Units)

The table combines the key measures at the heart of the new
VFM standard. The key elements to draw out are:

• Our unit costs are detailed earlier.
• Our operating margin performance, which can be used
as one measure of efficiency, was generally at better
than the sector norm in 2016/17, but again impacted by
towers cost in 2017/18 and 2018/19 before moving back
to the sector average.

• The evolution and growth in new homes delivered from
merger aligned to our growth strategy. The programme,
in particular, starts to accelerate in 2017/18 and the
business is now formulating its growth aspirations for
2021/22 and beyond.

• ROCE - The future use of these new metrics as a sector
performance measure will develop over the next
2/3 years as patterns of information become
available and clearer.

• Our debt profile shows the combined effect of future
debt being used for homes delivered in 2017/18 through
to 2020/21. Again future debt requirements form part of
our post 2020/21 planning.
• The general trend in our ability to meet our debt
covenant with our funders, EBITDA, is again impacted by
the towers costs in 2017/18 and 2018/19 (we remain fully
compliant) before showing strong recovery.
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